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Abstract
Markov decision processes (MDP) can serve as operational
model for probabilistic distributed systems and yield the basis
for model checking algorithms against qualitative or quantitative properties. In this paper, we summarize the main steps
of a quantitative analysis for a given MDP and formula of linear temporal logic, give an introduction to the modelling language ProbMela which provides a simple and intuitive way to
describe complex systems with a MDP-semantics and present
the basic features of the MDP model checker LiQuor.

1 Introduction
Markov decision processes (MDP) and their variants are
widely used as a formal model for distributed systems that
behave probabilistically, e.g., if some of their processes rely
on a randomized algorithm or communicate via unreliable
channels that may loose messages with known probabilities.
Unlike Markov chains, MDP allow for nondeterministic and
probabilistic branches. The former is essential for modelling
the interleaving behavior of parallel processes, for abstraction
purposes or to specify the interface with an unpredictable environment (e.g. human users). Probabilism can be used to
model randomized statements (“coin tossing actions” or reasoning about random numbers), to describe the behavior of
certain unreliable components in a quantitative way or to deal
with stochastic assumptions about the frequency of certain requests or input actions.
In contrast to nonprobabilistic systems where correctness typically requires that all possible behaviors meet a certain specification, weaker notions of correctness are more adequate for
probabilistic systems. It often suffices to assert that a certain property ϕ holds almost surely, that is, the computations
where ϕ does not hold can only occur with probability 0. For
systems that rely on randomized algorithms of Monte Carlo
type or unreliable systems, one might even allow for incorrect computations, provided their probability is sufficiently
small. For instance, a consensus protocol might be viewed
to be correct if it fulfills the property “with probability at
least 0.998 the processes will eventually agree on a value”.
Moreover, reasoning with soft deadlines such as “the probability for process P to wait for a response longer than 5 time
units after sending the request is at most 0.01” is most natural
for the probabilistic setting. To reason about the reactive be1 Universität
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2 All

havior of probabilistic distributed systems modelled by MDP
in a quantitative manner, several temporal logics and corresponding model checking algorithms have been suggested,
see e.g. [14, 7, 5, 3]. Here, we will focus on the linear time
framework, where path-based properties can be specified by
formulas of linear temporal logic (LTL) and be analyzed with
automata-theoretic approaches [29, 7, 10]. In essence, the
LTL model checking algorithm for MDP relies on a combination of graph-based methods (as they are used for model
checking nonprobabilistic systems) with linear programs for
the quantitative system analysis. Thus, the state space explosion problem is even more critical than for nonprobabilistic
systems. We follow here the partial order reduction approach
which, for instance, is realized in the prominent nonprobabilistic LTL model checker SPIN [15], and has been adapted
for MDP in [2, 9].
Building automated tools which realize certain model checking algorithms requires an appropriate input language that allows to describe the system to be analyzed in a simple, but
precise way and that is equipped with a formal semantics.
SPIN is widely used for protocol design and verification in the
non-probabilistic setting and has thousands of users. We consider here a variant of SPIN’s input language ProMela, called
ProbMela, which we use in our MDP model checker LiQuor.
ProbMela is a guarded command language that allows for a
description of probabilistic distributed systems with standard
constructs of imperative languages (assignments, conditional
commands, loops, etc.), probabilistic choice and communication over shared variables or channels. The semantics of a
ProbMela-program is a MDP that formalizes the stepwise (interleaving) behavior and can serve as basis for the quantitative
analysis.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 provides an informal
description of the automata-based verification of Markov decision processes against linear-time specifications. We skip
many technical details and refer to [29, 7, 10, 2] for a precise
treatment of the methods sketched here. We then describe
in Section 3 the main concepts of the modelling language
ProbMela that serves as input language for LiQuor. Section
4 is concerned with the basic features of the model checker
LiQuor. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Markov decision processes and Linear Temporal Logic
Markov decision process (MDP). In an MDP, any state s
might have several outgoing action-labeled transitions, each
of them is associated with a probability distribution which
yields the probabilities for the successor states. As in
[26, 20, 10] we assume here that for any state s, the outgo-

ing transitions of s have different action labels. In addition,
we deal with a labeling function that attaches to any state s
a set L(s) of atomic propositions that are assumed to be fulfilled in state s. The atomic propositions will serve as atoms to
formulate the desired properties in a temporal logical framework. Typically the atomic proposition are statements about
the program and control variables, such as x > 5, x = y or
“process P is at location ”.
Formally, a MDP is a tuple M = (S, Act, P, s init , AP, L) where
S is a finite set of states, Act a finite set of actions, P :
(S × Act × S) → [0, 1] is the (three-dimensional) probability
matrix, sinit ∈ S the initial state, AP a finite set of atomic
propositions, and L : S → 2 AP is a labeling function. Act(s)
denotes the set of actions that are enabled in state s, i.e. the
set of actions α ∈ Act such that P(s, α,t) > 0 for some state
t ∈ S. For any state s ∈ S, we require that Act(s) = 0/ and
∑s ∈S P(s, α, s ) = 1 for any action α ∈ Act(s).
The intuitive operational behavior of an MDP is as follows. If
s is the current state then at first one of the actions α ∈ Act(s)
is chosen non-deterministically. Afterwards, action α is executed leading to state t with probability P(s, α,t). We refer
to t as an α-successor of s if P(s, α,t) > 0. Of course, when
modelling realistic systems, only a few actions will have a
“proper probabilistic effect”, while most actions α will be
non-probabilistic (i.e., they yield unique successor states).
A path in an MDP is an infinite sequence of transitions
α
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α
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ς = s0 −→

such that s0 = sinit , αi ∈ Act(si−1 ) and P(si−1 , αi , si ) > 0 for
any i ≥ 1. The projection to the state-labels is denoted by
trace(ς) = L(s0 ), L(s1 ), L(s2 ), . . . (which is an infinite word
over the alphabet 2 AP ). Finite paths are finite prefixes of infinite paths. A scheduler (also often called policy, adversary
or strategy) denotes an instance that resolves the nondeterminism. We consider here history dependent, randomized
schedulers which are given by a function D that assigns to
any finite path σ (that formalizes the “history”) a probability distribution over the actions enabled in the last state of σ.
The behavior of M under D can be formalized by a (possibly
infinite-state) Markov chain. Pr D denotes the standard probability measure on the Borel field of the infinite paths ς.
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). As in the non-probabilistic
case, path-based temporal properties of a MDP can be specified by formulas of the logic LTL. LTL-formulas are given by
the grammar:
 


 


ϕ ::= tt  a  ¬ϕ  ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2  ϕ1 U ϕ2
where a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition. 1 We skip here the
precise definition of the semantics of LTL which can be found
e.g. in [6], and give some informal explanations instead. LTLformulas are interpreted over the infinite paths (of a MDP in
our case). The meaning of the propositional fragment is obvious. The intuitive meaning of the until operator U is as
follows. ϕ1 U ϕ2 holds for an infinite path σ if eventually
1 In

this paper we focus on the fragment of LTL that does not use the next
step operator.

ϕ2 holds while before continuously ϕ 1 is satisfied. Operators for modelling eventually 3 or always 2 can be derived
by 3ϕ = ttU ϕ and 2ϕ = ¬3¬ϕ. Formula 2(green ∨ red)
states that all reachable states are green or red, 23green
asserts that infinitely often a green state is visited, while
2(red → (redU green)) holds if any red state is followed by
a finite sequence of red states, followed by a green state.
Using LTL as a specification formalism for MDPs under qualitative aspects, one requires that a given formula ϕ holds under all schedulers with probability 1 (if the formula specifies
the desired behaviors) or with probability 0 (if the formula
specifies the bad behaviors). In the quantitative setting, one
asks for the maximal or minimal probabilities for ϕ where
maximum and minimum are taken over all schedulers.
LTL Model Checking for MDP. The idea of (the automatabased approach for) a qualitative or quantitative analysis of
an MDP M against an LTL specification ϕ relies on similar
techniques as they are known for nondeterministic systems
(and e.g. realized in the model checker SPIN). We sketch
here the scheme for a quantitative analysis which calculates
the maximal probability for the event specified by an LTLformula. Minimal probabilities can be treated in the same
way by negating the formula.
The first step is to transform the given formula ϕ into a deterministic ω-automaton A , that is, an automaton that accepts
exactly the (traces of the) paths where ϕ holds. We then build
the product-MDP M × A and perform a graph-analysis in
M × A to calculate the so-called accepting end components.
The states in the product-MDP have the form s, q where s is
a state in M and q a state in A . The outgoing transitions of
s, q arise by combining the transitions in M with appropriate transitions in A . End components [10, 11] can be viewed
as the MDP-counterpart to ergodic sets in Markov chains.
They consists of a state-set T and action-sets A(t) ⊆ Act(t)
for each state t ∈ T such that the induced graph is strongly
connected. That is, there is a scheduler which ensures that T
will not be left and any state of T is visited infinitely often
almost surely. An accepting end component (AEC) means an
end component where the acceptance condition of A holds.
If we are only interested in whether ϕ holds with probability
0 then we may already stop here because the existence of a
reachable AEC implies the existence of a scheduler D under
which ϕ holds with positive probability. For a quantitative
analysis, we have to calculate the maximal probabilities to
reach an AEC. Let u be a state in the product-MDP and let x u
denote the maximal probability to reach an AEC when starting in u. Then, x u = 1 if u belongs to some AEC and x u = 0
if no AEC is reachable from u. For the remaining states, the
values xu can be calculated by solving a linear program with
inequations of the form
xu ≥ ∑ P(u, α, v) · xv
v

where α ∈ Act(u)

and minimizing the sum ∑ xu .
u

Partial order reduction is one of the techniques that have
been proven to be very successful to combat the state explosion problem for non-probabilistic systems [24, 13, 28]. The

(A1) If ample(s) = Act(s) then all actions α ∈ ample(s) are stutter actions.
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sn −→ . . . is a path in M where β is dependent on ample(s) then α i ∈ ample(s) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
(A2) If s −→

(A3) For each end component (T, A) in M̃ there is a state t ∈ T with ample(t) = Act(t).
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Figure 1: Conditions for the ample-sets
idea is to generate a reduced sub-system which is equivalent
to the full system for the property under consideration. For
this, one makes use of the redundancies in interleaving-based
representations of asynchronous systems that origin from the
commutativity of independent actions executed by processes
that run in parallel. Independent actions are those that can
be executed in any order without affecting each other’s enabledness and with the same effect as they were executed in
parallel. Typically, this is the case for “local, internal” actions
of different processes, i.e., actions that do not refer to shared
variables and do not depend on the communication possibilities. Execution sequences of a parallel system that only differ
in the order of independent actions can be viewed to formalize the same behavior. Thus, partial order reduction aims at
exploring a fragment of the full system that covers all relevant
information in the sense that all possible behaviors are represented up to the order of independent actions.
Following Peled’s ample-set method, the partial order reduction approach has been adapted for Markov decision processes and LTL-formulas inpendently in [2] and [9]. The goal
is the construction of the reduced MDP M̃ with an on-the-fly
technique, starting in the initial state by choosing appropriate nonempty action-sets ample(s) ⊆ Act(s) for any generated state s (and expanding s only via its ample-actions, but
ignoring the actions α ∈
/ ample(s)). To ensure that the full
MDP M and the reduced MDP M̃ are equivalent for LTLspecifications, the ample-sets have to fulfill the conditions in
Fig. 1. To explain these conditions, we need some more notations. Two (distinct) actions α and β are called independent iff for any state s where both α and β are enabled (i.e.,
{α, β} ⊆ Act(s)) we have (i) β is enabled in any α-successor
of s, and vice versa, and (ii) the probabilistic effect of the action sequences αβ and βα agree, that is, for all states w:

∑ P(s, α,t) · P(t, β, w)

t∈S

=

∑ P(s, β, u) · P(u, α, w)

u∈S

Action β is called dependent on an action-set A if β ∈
/ A and
there is an action α ∈ A such that β and α are not independent. To ensure that the switch from the action sequence αβ
to βα yields paths that fulfill the same LTL-formulas, one of
the actions α or β has to be a stutter action. By this we mean
an action that does not change the state-labels.
Condition (A1) requires that for any state s in M̃ that is not
fully expanded, all ample actions are stutter actions. The most
difficult condition is (A2). Speaking roughly, it ensures that
any path ς in the full MDP M can be transformed into a path
ς̃ in M̃ by switching the order of independent actions. Al-

though (A1) and (A2) guarantee that any finite path σ in M
can be transformed into a “corresponding” path σ̃ in M̃ by
changing the order of independent actions, (A1) and (A2) are
not sufficient to guarantee that this transformation also works
for infinite paths, as certain actions of the original path might
be delayed ad infinitum. This motivates condition (A3) which
serves to ensure that the above transformation ς ; ς̃ for infinite paths yields almost surely that the projection of ς and ς̃ to
the state-labels agree up to the repetition of state-labels. Such
paths are known to satisfy the same LTL-formulas. While
(A0)-(A3) are essentially as in the non-probabilistic case, the
last condition (A4) is special for the probabilistic approach. It
ensures that the above path-transformation can be applied “simultaneously” to the paths generated by a given scheduler D
for M , thus yielding a scheduler D̃ for M̃ such that the probabilities for all LTL-formulas under D and D̃ agree. We get
D̃
2
supD PrD
M (ϕ) = supD̃ PrM̃ (ϕ) for all LTL-formulas ϕ , and
hence, the equivalence of the full MDP M and the reduced
MDP M̃ for all LTL-specifications.

3 The modelling language ProbMela
Building automated tools for verifying probabilistic systems
requires a simple, but expressive specification language with
a formal semantics. Our model checker uses a guarded
command language that resembles SPIN’s input language
ProMela [15]. This language, called ProbMela [1], extends
ProMela’s core language with a few probabilistic features
(and has some similarities with pGCL [22] and MoDeST [8]).
In ProbMela, the probabilistic system to be analyzed is described by a program P = P1 . . . Pn , consisting of a finite
number of processes P1 , . . . , Pn that run in parallel and may
communicate via shared variables, by handshaking via synchronous channels and asynchronously via fifo channels. The
fifo channels can be declared to be perfect or unreliable with
a fixed probability of losing the message while inserting into
the buffer. The main concepts of the description language
for the processes Pi are deterministic and randomized assignments, communication actions, conditional commands (IF. . .
FI) and repetitive statements (DO. . . OD) with a nondeterministic choice between guarded commands and a probabilistic choice operator (PIF. . . FIP). We omit here the precise
PrD
M (ϕ) denotes the probability-measure of the set of paths that
satisfy ϕ in M under scheduler D.
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bool fork[N];
#define L getMyPID() // left
#define R (getMyPID() % N)+1 // right
active proctype[N] philosopher {
bool eat =false;
bool fail=false;
DO :: true->
PIF :0.5: ->
IF :: fork[L]==0->
fork[L]=1;
IF::fork[R]==0->
fork[R]=1;
fail=false;eat=true;
fork[L]=0;fork[R]=0;
eat=false
:: else->
fork[L]=0;
fail=true
FI
:: else -> fail=true
FI
:0.5: ->
IF :: fork[R]==0->
fork[R]=1;
IF::fork[L]==0->
fork[L]=1;
fail=false;eat=true;
fork[L]=0;fork[R]=0;
eat=false
::else->
fork[R]=0;
fail=true
FI
:: else -> fail=true
FI
FIP
OD }

Figure 2: Randomized dining philosophers à la [21]
syntax3 and semantics of ProbMela which models the operational stepwise behavior of a program by an MDP. Instead, we
present an informal introduction by means of two examples.
A more detailed description of ProbMela (and other examples, such as the IPv4-zeroconf protocol) can be found in [1].
Example 3.1 (Randomized dining philosophers)
The problem of the Dining Philosophers involves N processes
(the philosophers) that aim to eat at a shared circular dining
table. The processes are started automatically by using the
active keyword as in ProMela. There are N forks, between each two philosophers lies exactly one fork. In order
to eat, a philosopher has to grab both forks that are adjacent
to him. Many protocols have been proposed to assure starvation freedom (each philosopher gets to eat eventually) and to
avoid deadlock situations (it is impossible that the whole table waits infinitely long for the second fork). Randomization
allows to break the symmetry in a rather simple way [21]. In
the ProbMela-code for the Lehmann-Rabin protocol, shown
3 ProbMela provides some other features that will not be explained here,
such as data types, atomic regions, recursion or nested parallelism.
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chan c[N];
int noa = N;// number of active processes
#define MYPID ... // own process id
#define MYPRED ... // pid predecessor
active process[N] leader {
bool is_active=true;
bool tmp;
DO :: is_active->
PIF
:0.5:-> c[MYPID]!0; mychoice=0
:0.5:-> c[MYPID]!1; mychoice=1
FIP
IF :: c[MYPRED]?1 && mychoice==0 ->
noa--; is_active=false
:: else -> skip
FI
:: !is_active-> c[MYPRED]?tmp;
c[MYPID]!tmp
OD }

Figure 3: Randomized leader election à la [16]
in Fig. 2, we use an array of N forks (line 0, boolean variables) and N processes that model the philosophers (line 3).
A variable in the fork-array becomes true if the corresponding fork is accessed. In line 1 and 2 each process calculates
the proper indices for accessing its left and right fork with
the system function getMyPID() ∈ {1, .., N}. This function
yields a unique process id. In lines 6-36 an infinite DO. . . ODloop is executed. (There is exactly one executable alternative
“true->...”.) The PIF. . .FIP-command handles the probabilistic choice between the two alternatives to grab first the
left, then the right fork (lines 8–20) or vice versa (lines 22–
34). Variable eat becomes true if a process gets both desired
forks (lines 11 and 25). Otherwise the eating-phase is postponed, the taken fork is put back (lines 16 and 30, not in lines
19 and 33 where already the first fork is unavailable). Variable fail indicates that an unsuccessful attempt to eat was
taken.
Example 3.2 (Randomized leader election)
Certain communication protocols need nodes in the network
that play particular roles. Such a designated node is called a
leader. It does not matter which node acts as a leader as long
as some node eventually is picked. The probabilistic leader
election protocol in [16] (Fig. 3) elects such a leader by a sequence of random decisions that are made by each participating process independently. Each process has equal chances to
become the leader. Each process owns a channel out of an array of N channels, the processes are again arranged in a ring.
At the beginning each process is in state active (line 5), picks a
value mychoice ∈ {0, 1} randomly and sends it over its channel, stated by the output command c[. . .]! (lines 9,10). The
successor reads this choice and goes to passive mode (where
it only passes incoming messages, lines 16, 17) when its value
was 0 and its predecessor’s value was 1, in which case variable noa (number of active processes) is decremented. Eventually noa becomes 1 which means that a leader has been
elected.

4 The model checker LiQuor
The LTL model checking algorithm sketched in section 2 is
realized in our model checking tool LiQuor (Linear Time
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of reactive Systems).
Beside efficiency, we aimed at an easily extendible and flexible tool and therefore used a modularized approach in terms
of object oriented programming. For performance reasons the
core is implemented in C++.
Fig. 4 summarizes the scheme of the model checking process. A system description in ProbMela is translated into an
intermediate XML-based representation for a virtual machine
that serves for generating the MDP-semantics. This intermediate language named PASM (Probabilistic Assembler like
Language) consists of roughly 70 opcodes that handle simple indivisible tasks which can occur like dealing with variables and arrays (and thus channels as well), calculating numeric results, enabling and disabling actions, handling atomic
propositions, etc. Since this language can be expressed using 8 bit per command we call it Bytecode as e.g. in Sun’s
Java virtual machine. PASM is an easyily extendable lowlevel guard-oriented system description language and moreover contains elements to control the model checking process.
This language is used as the target language for the ProbMela
compiler that was implemeneted by constructing an ANT LR
[23] grammar out of ProbMela’s syntax and semantics.
ProbMela-program

P

LTL-formula

COMPILER probcc

01001001101
00012010110
01010100101

ϕ

Automaton generator

PASM Code

MDP M

Automaton A

reduced MDP M̃ for

M×A

Virtual machine / Core implementation
Tool library for
handling sets,
SCCs, AECs

External tools:
graphviz (visualization)
LP_SOLVE (lin. progr.)

CORE
API

SCC-algorithm and a linear program solver for the quantitative analysis. The current version of LiQuor uses the linear
program solver LP SOLVE [4].
We now state some experimental results that we gained using LiQuor where our focus is on the benefits of the reduction techniques. It turns out that the reduction obtained with
the ample-set method is similar to the nonprobabilistic case.
This phenomenon can be informally explained by the similarities of the reduction criteria in the probablistic and nonprobabilistic setting, which allow us to realize criteria (A1)-(A4)
in roughly the same way as it is done in the nonprobabilistic
model checker SPIN.
Scenario
Dining Phil.
Dining Phil.
Dining Phil.
Dining Phil.


3
4
5
6

M

M̃

6182/23700
120658/618052
2.2 ∗ 106 /1.47 · 106
6.8 · 107 /4.8 · 108

4389/9480
44643/228670
734346/4.7 · 105
2.0 · 107 /1.4 · 108

The above table shows the results for the dining philosophers
in Example 3.1 for which we performed a qualitative analysis to check the property “almost surely every philosopher
will eventually eat”. The second column shows the number
of states and transitions in the full MDP, while the column on
the right shows these values for the MDP that we obtained
using partial order reduction.
Scenario
Leader Elect.
Leader Elect.
Leader Elect.


3
4
5

Full LP
713
17012
272601

Reduced LP
499
10761
169012

For the leader election protocol (Example 3.2) we performed
a quantitative analysis to calculate the maximal probability
for the event “a leader is found in at most 2N chosing-cycles”.
The above table shows the sizes (number of states) of the full
and the reduced linear program that solves the corresponding
optimization problem (see section 2).
5 Conclusions

Model Checking:
reachability
Analysis, max./min.
probability for
in M

ϕ

Figure 4: Schema for LiQuor
On the other hand, a given LTL-formula ϕ is translated into
an ω-automaton A adapting known techniques [12, 18]. The
virtual machine is set up for generating a reduced MDP M̃
(using the ample-set method sketched above) for the reachable fragment of the product-MDP M × A . Then, in essence,
the virtual machine provides an application programming interface that the model checking algorithms can use. These
are (in the case of linear time analysis) graph algorithms for
the calculation of AECs on the basis of a variant of Tarjan’s

In this paper, we described the basic steps of the automatabased approach for model checking Markov decision processes against linear time specifications. The crucial factor
becomes the size of the linear program which depends on the
size (number of states and transitions) of the product-MDP,
more precisely, the fragment of states where the maximal
probability to reach an AEC-state is strictly between 0 and
1. Clearly, the gain of the partial order reduction crucially
depends on the structure of the system and the property to
be checked. The experiences we made so far show that the
reduction of the state space is similar as in the nonprobabilistic case. The reduction saves time and memory for exploring
the state space with graph algorithms and for the quantitative
analysis. Reducing the number of states leads to less variables
in the linear program, while reducing the number of transitions decreases the number of inequalities. Hence, even if the

full and reduced MDP have the same states, partial order reduction can help to simplify the linear program, and thus, can
lead to a major speedup and help to handle larger systems.
We concentrated here on the linear time framework. However, much work has been done to reason about quantitative
branching time properties in MDP, e.g. by means of formulas of PCTL (probabilistic computation tree logic) [14, 5, 3].
Most prominent is the model checker PRISM [19] which
(among other features) serves to check PCTL-formulas for
MDP and uses a symbolic approach with multiterminal binary
decision diagrams (MTBDD). Another PCTL model checker
for MDP is RAPTURE [17] which relies on an abstraction refinement algorithm and also uses MTBDD.
Future work will include further investigations on symbolic
techniques in both the linear and branching time framework,
possibly in combination with reduction techiques, optimizing the solving of linear programs in the restricted context of
MDPs and extending the modelling language ProbMela.
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